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Abstract

LaRCS is a graph description language which enables the programmer of parallel algorithms to specify information about the static and temporal communication behavior of parallel algorithms. The information contained in a LaRCS program is used for the mapping problem: to assign tasks in the parallel computation to processors, and to route inter-task messages along the links of the interconnection network. Many practical algorithms exhibit regular communication patterns and LaRCS provides a mechanism for describing this regularity in a compact, parameterized manner. Static communication topology is expressed in LaRCS code through node labels and simple communication functions on the nodes. Temporal communication behavior is represented by a notation we have developed called phase expressions.

This paper introduces the LaRCS language and compares LaRCS with several existing graph description languages. We introduce a new graph theoretic model of parallel computation based on LaRCS called the Temporal Communication Graph; and we show how information provided by LaRCS plays an important role in mapping.
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1 Introduction

The mapping problem in message-passing parallel processors involves the assignment of tasks in a parallel computation to processors and the routing of inter-task messages along the links of the interconnection network. Most commercial parallel processing systems today rely on manual task assignment by the programmer and message routing that does not utilize information about the communication patterns of the computation. The goal of our research is automatic and guided mapping of parallel computations to parallel architectures in order to achieve portability and maximal performance from parallel software.

We have developed a unified set of software tools for automatic mapping of parallel computations to parallel architectures. Our system is called OREGAMI\textsuperscript{1}. Two key features of our system are (a) the ability to take advantage of the regularity present in both the computation structure and the interconnection network and (b) the desire to balance the user's knowledge and intuition with the computational power of efficient combinatorial algorithms.

In this paper, we focus on one component of the OREGAMI system called LaRCS (Language for Regular Communication Structures). LaRCS is a description language which enables the programmer of parallel algorithms to specify information about the static communication topology and temporal communication behavior of the computation to be mapped. The design of LaRCS was driven by the observation that many parallel computations exhibit regularity in both static communication topology and temporal communication patterns. LaRCS can be used to capture this regularity for use by OREGAMI's mapping algorithms.

Fig. 1 illustrates the relationship of LaRCS to the components of the OREGAMI system, MAPPER and METRICS. MAPPER, our mapping software, is a library of algorithms which map the computation to the architecture. The specific algorithm that is invoked depends on the information provided by the LaRCS description. METRICS is an interactive graphics tool which displays the mapping along with a range of performance metrics reflecting load balancing, communication contention, and communication overhead.

LaRCS is designed for use in conjunction with parallel programming languages in

\footnote{For University of OREGon's contribution to the elegant symmetric structures (contractions) produced by oriGAMI paper folding.}